
HW#4 solution



1-Determine the moment about point  A  of each of the three forces acting on the beam. 



2-Determine the moment about point  B  of each of the three forces acting on the beam.



3-The tool at A is used to hold a power lawnmower blade stationary while the nut is being loosened with the

wrench. If a force of 50 N is applied to the wrench at B the direction shown. determine the moment it creates

about the nut at C. What is the magnitude of force F at A so that It creates the opposite moment about c?



4-The crane can be adjusted for any angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90 and any extension 0 ≤ x ≤ 5 m. For a suspended

mass of resultant moment about the bolt located at A . 120 kg, determine the moment developed at A as a

function of x and θ. What values of both x and θ develop the maximum possible moment at A ? Compute

this moment. Neglect the size of the pulley at B .



5-Determine the magnitude of the moment of each of the three forces about the axis AB. Solve the

problem (a) using a Cartesian vector approach and (b) using a scalar approach.







6-The chain AB exerts a force of 20 Ib on the door al B. Determine the magnitude of the moment of this force

along the hinged axis x of the door.





7-Determine the magnitude of the moments of the force F about the x. y, and z axes. Solve the problem (a)

using a Cartesian vector approach and (b) using a scalar approach.





8-The flex-headed ratchet wrench is subjected to a force of P = 161b, applied perpendicular to the

handle as shown. Determine the moment or torque this imparts along the vertical axis of the bolt at A.

If a torque or moment of 80 lb.in is required to looser the bolt at A. determine the force P that must 

be applied perpendicular to the handle of the flex-headed ratchet wrench. 


